NOTE:
Flaggers In Place By 0440 (Slow Traffic)

Cones Will Be Placed On Center Line From Starting Line To Rock Tunnel. Starting At The Rock Tunnel The Cones Will Be Set At 1/3 The Width Of The Lane From The Shoulder.

New Starting Line Moved 250' West of Staging Area

Start Line
Marathon Staging Area

Stop Traffic
At 06:20
Release At 06:35

Tabulation of Devices:
3 - 48"x48" Event In Progress
1 - 48"x48" One Lane Road Ahead
1 - 48"x48" Be Prepared To Stop
2 - 48"x48" Flagger Symbol

Starting Line TCS Will Drop 15 Cones Each At Race Mile Markers 14 and 15

*All Devices to Conform to the MUTCD*